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41st Jyothi day was celebrated on 22nd December 2021. It was an auspicious day. The program was inaugurated by doing Ganapathi Pooja and Saraswathi pooja followed by traditionally with the lighting of lamp by Vice-President of our college Dr. Mrs. K. Mehermani, Sri. Y. Vidya Sagar, Chief guest of the Program and Degree college Principal Sri A. E. P. Hanumantha Rao.
As part of development of their communication skills, madam suggested students to listen more and speak less by mentioning the following Telugu verses

1) మాకు బిందిమి కూడా
   మాకు బిందిమి మాకు బిందిమి
   మాకు బిందిమి మాకు బిందిమి
   మాకు బిందిమి మాకు బిందిమి

2) సమంయుక్తం శిక్షణం..
   మాత్రమే సంకల్పం లేదా శిక్షణ ఉపయోగమాయం. అందుకే కాయలు అంతర్యుభావితం ఇటుకంపితుంది ‘సమంయుక్తం’
   శిక్షణం.

   “Bracelets do not adorn a person, nor do the pearl necklaces which shine like the full moon, nor a cleansing bath, nor an ointment of the body or flowers, nor the decoration of the hair. It is cultured speech alone that embellishes a man. All other ornaments lose their glitter. Only a jewel of a speech remains as the jewel of jewels.”
The chief guest Sri Y. Vidya Sagar opined that the student phase in life is very enjoyable. Sir suggested that all students should try to study diligently and achieve their goal.

Degree College Principal Sri A.E.P. Hanumantha Rao said that in addition to studying, students should be disciplined and also Students were advised that their behavior should be such that their parents would be proud.
Kum. K.Suvarna and N.SaiBhavya from I MsCS sang about greatness of woman.
Kum Ch. Maneesha - I B.Com CA, Kum. N. Uma – IBBC provided their feedback about the Education system and facilities of the college.
With the generosity of Vice - President Madam Dr. Mrs. K. Mehermani, uniforms were distributed free of cost to 20 poor students from Jr. Inter.

With the generosity of Aided non-teaching staff, uniforms were distributed free of cost to 40 poor students from I degree and 10 poor students from I PG.
Vote of thanks was proposed by Smt. Parvin Ara, Principal, Junior College.

After providing with lot of blessings and suggestions to new joiners the program was ended with National Anthem.